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We experimentally and numerically study the role of geometry for the mechanics of biholar metamaterials,
which are quasi-2D slabs of rubber patterned by circular holes of two alternating sizes. We recently showed
how the response to uniaxial compression of these metamaterials can be programmed by lateral confine-

ment1. In particular, there is a range of confining strains εx for which the resistance to compression becomes
non-trivial - non-monotonic or hysteretic - in a range of compressive strains εy. Here we show how the di-
mensionless geometrical parameters t and χ , which characterize the the wall thickness and size ratio of the
holes that pattern these metamaterials, can significantly tune these ranges over a wide range. We study the
behavior for the limiting cases where the wall thickness t and the size ratio χ become large, and discuss the
new physics that arises there. Away from these extreme limits, the variation of the strain ranges of interest
is smooth with porosity, but the variation with size ratio evidences a cross-over at low χ from biholar to
monoholar (equal sized holes) behavior, related to the elastic instabilities in purely monoholar metamateri-

als2. Our study provides precise guidelines for the rational design of programmable biholar metamaterials,
tailored to specific applications, and indicates that the widest range of programmability arises for moderate
values of both t and χ .

1 Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials derive their unusual properties from

their architecture, rather than from their composition3. The

essentially unlimited design space of architectures therefore

opens up the opportunity for rational design of designer mate-

rials4, functional forms of matter with carefully crafted prop-

erties. Precise geometric design has resulted in metamateri-

als with negative Poisson’s ratio5, negative compressibility6,7,

tunable ratio of shear to bulk modulus8–11 and topological

nontrivial behavior12–14. Going beyond linear response, a range

of metamaterials have been developed which harness geomet-

ric nonlinearities and elastic instabilities to obtain novel func-

tionalities, such as pattern switching2,15–18 and sequential shape

changes19,20.

A currently emerging theme is the use of frustration to obtain

more complex behavior, including multistability21–23. We re-

cently showed how to leverage frustration and pre-stress to ob-

tain a (re)programmable mechanical response1. These meta-

materials are quasi-2D slabs of rubber, patterned with a square

array of circular holes of alternating sizes D1 and D2 (Fig. 1).

By contrast with the highly symmetric monoholar samples
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(D1 = D2) studied earlier1, the biholar samples (D1 6= D2)

lose 90◦ rotational symmetry, and, as a consequence, the

deformations patterns corresponding to purely horizontal (x)

or vertical (y) compression are distinct. This sets up a com-

petition when the material first is confined in the lateral x-

direction, before uniaxially compressing it in the y-direction

with strain εy and corresponding force Fy. Indeed, we found

that the mechanical response Fy(εy) can be tuned qualitatively

by varying the lateral confinement εx. In particular we showed

that depending on εx, the material could exhibit a non-monotonic

response, where ∂εyFy < 0 for a range of vertical strains, as

well as a hysteretic response where Fy(εy) becomes multi-

valued1.

Here we study the generality of these findings by varying the

thickness of the elastic filaments t as well as the degree of bi-

holarity χ , i.e. the size difference between small and large

holes. We start by showing that fully 3D numerical simula-

tions capture the experimental findings, and allow to distin-

guish multistable and hysteretic behavior from minor visco-

elastic effects inevitably present in the polymer samples. We

introduce order parameters to identify and classify the transi-

tions between monotonic, non-monotonic and hysteretic be-

havior, and probe their scaling near the regime transitions.

We then scan the design parameter space and show that pro-

grammable behavior persists for a wide range of the geometri-

cal parameters t and χ . Moreover, we formulate design strate-
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we attach the unconfined sample to the top clamps, and then

attach bottom and side clamps.

For each experiment, we perform a strain sweep as follows:

we first the sample to uy = −4 mm, then compress to uy = 8

mm and finally decompress to uy = 0 mm to complete the

sweep. The deformation rate is fixed at 0.1 mm per second:

at this rate, visco-elastic and creep effects are minimal (Fig.

S1a and b, ESI†). A high resolution camera (2048×2048 pix-

els, Basler acA2040-25gm) acquires images of the deformed

samples and tracks the positions and shapes of the holes with

a spatial resolution of 0.03 mm in order to determine the po-

larization and the confining strain εx. The image acquisition is

synchronized with the data acquisition of the Instron device,

running at a rate of 2Hz.

3 Numerical Simulations

In parallel, we have performed a full parametric study of the

role of χ and t using 3D finite element simulations in

ABAQUS/STANDARD (version 6.13). We performed uni-

axial compression simulations on a laterally confined sample

with the same geometry, clamping and dimensions as in ex-

periments using realistic, boundary conditions at the top and

bottom of the sample. Namely, we impose vertical and lateral

clamping which closely match that of the experiment: (i) the

vertical boundary conditions are homogeneously imposed dis-

placements at the top and bottom surfaces of the sample; (ii)

the horizontal boundary conditions consist in inhomogeneous

clamping by fixing the x-coordinates of an arc of the bound-

ary holes of every even row. A horizontal confining strain is

applied by fixing the x-coordinates of an arc of the bound-

ary holes of every even row, similar to the experiments. The

length of the arc is set constant at Sc = 1.1 mm, which closely

matches experimental conditions. (Note that the arc length has

a minor influence on the mechanical response, but does not af-

fect the overall phenomenology, Fig. S2, ESI†.)

We model the rubber used in the experiments as a nearly in-

compressible neo-Hookean continuum solid24,25, with a strain

energy density function26,27:

W =
µ

2

(

det(F)−
2
3 tr(FF†)−3

)

+
K

2
(det(F)−1)2 , (4)

where µ is the shear modulus, K is the bulk modulus and

F = ∂x/∂X is the deformation gradient tensor, with x and X

the deformed and undeformed coordinates. A strictly incom-

pressible material (ν = 0.5) can not be modeled with

ABAQUS/STANDARD, and we therefore choose ν = 0.4990

and E = 220 kPa, consistent with experiments. We use a

15-node quadratic triangular prism shape elements (ABAQUS

type C3H15H). As we expect and observe (not shown here)

only small deformations in the out-of-plane directions, we use

two elements across the depth of the sample. We have per-

formed a systematic mesh refinement study for the in-plane

grid, leading to an optimal mesh size of t ′/2.

We perform uniaxial compression tests on our confined sam-

ples. To numerically capture hysteresis, we follow two dif-

ferent paths for compression and decompression. The com-

pression protocol matches the experimental protocol: First the

top and bottom boundaries of the sample are fixed and the

horizontal confining strain εx is applied. Then, an increasing

strain εy is applied. The decompression protocol differs from

the experimental protocol to allow the sample to reach to hys-

teresis related second branch. First, the sample is maximally

compressed in the y-direction. Then, the horizontal confin-

ing strain εx is applied. Finally, the vertical strain is lowered.

These two distinct protocols allow to accurately capture the

behavior on both branches in the case of hysteresis.

4 Experimental and Numerical Results

We perform uniaxial compression tests on 5× 5 biholar sam-

ples—patterned with a square array of holes of alternating size

where the central hole is a large hole—for a range of hori-

zontal confinements. In parallel we perform 3D realistic nu-

merical simulations using the same geometries, clamping and

boundary conditions. In the following we start by compar-

ing experiments to simulations for a sample with t = 0.15 and

χ = 0.2 and identify four qualitatively different mechanical

responses, that we refer to as type (i)-(iv)1. Next, we define

order parameters that characterize these different regimes and

allow us to pinpoint their transitions.

4.1 Phenomenology

In Fig. 2 we present the stress-strain curves, S(εy), and polari-

zation-strain curves, Ω(εy), for a biholar sample with χ = 0.2
and t = 0.15 at four different values of the horizontal confin-

ing strain. We observe a close correspondence between the

numerical and experimental data, without any adjustable pa-

rameters. We distinguish four qualitatively different types of

mechanical response:

(i) For small confinement, both the rescaled stress S and po-

larization Ω increase monotonically with strain. In experi-

ments, both the stress and polarization exhibit a tiny amount

of hysteresis. We have determined the experimental rate de-

pendence of this hysteresis, and found that it reaches a broad

minimum for the moderate rates used in the experiments, but

that it increases for both very fast runs and very slow runs —

we attribute the former to viscoelastic effects, and the latter to

creep. Indeed, this residual hysteresis occurs mainly when the

pattern changes rapidly, Fig. S1c and d ESI†, and hysteresis
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‡ For each geometry, the resolution in εy is set as follows. We first identify the

minimal range of εy required to observe the extrema of the S(εy,εx)-curves.

This range is then divided into at least of 20 incremental static steps with ad-

ditional refinements near the extrema. We then use qubic spline interpolation

on each S(εy,εx)-curve to measure the location of the maximum and minimum

with a resolution better than 2 ·10−4 of the selected strain range.
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